In this work we investigate the origin of the parabolic relation between skewness and kurtosis often encountered in the analysis of experimental time-series. We argue that the numerical values of the coefficients of the curve may provide informations about the specific physics of the system studied, whereas the analytical curve per se is a fairly general consequence of a few constraints expected to hold for most systems.
many different situations leads to conjecturing that it must not be model-dependent, rather arises because of general constraints, satisfied by several (although not necessarily all) systems encountered in nature. Krommes developed an earlier model by Sura and Sardeshmukh [6] , originally conceived only to deal with fluctuations of the sea surface temperature, and showed that it worked equally well the plasma density fluctuations reported in [1] : that is, two completely different problems may be modelled starting from the same formalism, hint of some common underlying physics. We believe, however, that there is an even more general rationale and in this work are going to propose reasons for this belief. Several scattered considerations, both of physical as well as purely mathematical nature, will be assembled together. Their collection provides a consistent body of evidence in favour of our thesis, although-of course-a full-fledged proof cannot be obtained.
Let us start with the simplest example of measurement, where just one scalar variable is measured: x, a stochastic variable with its own PDF P . In order to account for variability in the computed moments, we postulate that P be a function, besides of x, of some parameters a i : P = P (x; {a i }), hence < x m >= P x m dx are function of a i . The role of a i is modelling the interaction between the system and its environment. Let us consider first the case when we have one parameter available: S = S(a), K = K(a) (The zero-parameter case is trivial, since no variability of S and K is then allowed). We make the rather natural postulate that the dependence from a is smooth. We may suppose that there exists a neighbourhood around S = 0 where the relation S(a) is reversible: a = a(S). Hence,
Because of the postulated smooth dependence from a, we may Taylor expand K around S = 0:
invariant with respect to the sign inversion of x : x → −x. For instance, x may stand for the measurement of a velocity, as is often the case in fluids dynamics or geosciences. An inversion of sign corresponds to the arbitrary choice of the direction of motion. However, S is odd with respect to this operation, while K is even. Therefore, all coefficients in front of odd powers of S must be null in the above expansion. This yields
neglecting terms of order S 4 or higher. The presence of a linear contribution in (2) could be related to the breaking of the symmetry x → −x: i.e., if some constraints do exist in the system preventing x → −x be an operation physically realizable for the system under consideration. For instance, if x stands for the measurement of a particle density, only positive values make sense. In this case, there does not appear to exist justification for discarding the linear term (but for the case of very small fluctuations, as we shall emphasize later).
Being a truncated Taylor expansion, Eq. (2) may only be valid as long as higher order terms remain negligible. Assessing how large is this range Ω is an issue that, in principle, can be resolved only by actual inspection of each specific system. We provide, however, several considerations supporting the view that, for most systems, Ω is as large as the region that may be experimentally scanned.
It is well known that, basing upon purely mathematical manipulations, one can provide a lower bound to K, whatever the PDF [10] :
It is less known that, for PDFs with bounded support, an upper bound for K is computable, too [11] . This case is highly relevant to our considerations since fluctuations of infinite amplitude are not physically realizable, hence ultimately all experimental PDFs have finite support. Let [l, u] be this support, where l, u are measured in units of the standard deviation of the distribution, and < x > = 0. The two conditions hold [11] :
Eq. (5) assigns upper and lower bounds achievable by S. We may set |l|, u > 1 without much loss of generality (it must be u − l > 1 by construction). Hence, (5) reduces to l < S < u.
On the other hand, l, u, cannot be exceedingly large, since this would imply that most of the data lie in a very narrow interval of values (remember that they are normalized to the variance): this is not the signature of a turbulent system.
An example of the region allowed to be spanned by a system in the plane (S, K) is shown in the figure (1).
For systems endowed with mirror symmetry (hence, −l = u), we may write the formal
Empirically, G(S = 0), C(S = 0) turn usually out to be quite close to unity, too:
, and G(0) = 1.66 for the data in fig. [2] ; the estimate of C(0) is less precise due to the large vertical scatter of points, but is always of order unity. This conforts us in guessing that G, C remain almost constant throughout all the range (l, u) and hence the parabolic relation between K and S must hold in the same interval.
As a second supporting piece of evidence, we note that disparate problems may be collapsed quite often to within a few classes of systems, amenable to analytical treatment. Accordingly, their empirical PDFs can be well approximated by few classes of analytical functions.
For example: lognormal PDF, Gamma PDF, etc..., arise in all those problems that involve addition of random variables X regardless of the nature of X (say, queuing models, the flow of items through manufacturing and distribution processes, the load on web servers); Poisson distribution is related to the waiting times between independent events, and so on. In the case of these analytical PDFs, the parameters a i are simply the free parameters entering the definition of the PDF. We restrict to those analytical PDFs where S, K, depend upon one single parameter. A scrutiny among these classes of analytical functions shows that Eq.
(2) turns out to be an excellent approximation over at least a large S interval, and it is even an exact relation, valid for all S. We mention, e.g., the problems that lead to Gamma, Inverse Gaussian, Poisson, χ 2 and the Generalized Extreme Value (GEV) Distribution. It is straightforward to check that the quadratic relation between S and K is exact when the dependence from the parameter a takes a fairly simple expression: S and K may be parameterized as S ∝ a, K ∝ a 2 plus constant terms. Therefore, although we reached (2) through a Taylor expansion, its validity is based on more general considerations: all those sytems for which (I) the interaction with the environment may be modelled by means of just one effective continuously varying parameter a, and (II) a can be defined such that the "response" of the system, quantified in terms of departure of S from its Gaussian value, is linear with respect to a, are expected to obey Eq. (2).
Let us move to the case where more parameters drive S and K. We will study the twoparameter case. The other cases are not necessarily a trivial generalization of this one, but we believe that, even limiting to two parameters, we are able to include a large range of realistic systems. Let S = S(a 1 , a 2 ), K = K (a 1 , a 2 ). No such inversion as in the one-parameter case is possible now. However, we can still reduce to that case when the system is "quasi onedimensional", i.e., when the dependence from one of the parameters (say, a 1 ) is much faintier that from the other (a 2 ). Hence, expressing a 2 = a 2 (S, a 1 ), K = K(a 1 , a 2 (S, a 1 )) leads to an expression formally identical to (2):
for each fixed value of a 1 , the curve K(S) is approximately parabolic. Varying a 1 , we plot on the plane (S, K) different parabolas. If the dependence from a 1 is strong, a scan over its admissible range of values will lead to plotting parabolas that span all or most of the plane.
Conversely, if K 0 , K ′ , K ′′ do depend only weakly upon a 1 , we recover a fan of paraboles close to each other, practically spanning a restricted region of (S, K) plane. Therefore, the presence of a weak dependence from a second parameter may account for the spread of the points around the fitting parabole that is commonly observed in experiments (see, e.g., [1] ).
Actually, this spreading cannot be attributed to "experimental errors" or other sources of noise: the statistical error due to the finiteness of the sample can be computed and is negligible in our cases. It is important therefore that our theory be able to explicitly take the spread into account.
We substantiate the above statements with a few examples where our conjectures may be verified explicitly. The first example involves the Hasegawa-Mima-Charney (HMC) Equation, that in its non-dissipative version takes the form Finally,
For fixed A and small f p (say, < 0.1), Eq. (7) yields a linear dependence between S and K. The possibility of a linear dependence had to be envisaged because of the lack of symmetry A → −A, f p → −f p . Conversely, the trend is almost quadratic with A for fixed f p and moderately large A(< 5). It is interesting that, according to real data [13] f p is actually small ( < 0.1 ÷ 0.2). In realistic situations, several fields are coupled. For instance, in plasma physics HM Equation goes into two-equations Hasegawa-Wakatami model when non-adiabatic small density fluctuations are included, too. Increasing the number of fields increases the number of control parameters, too, but each field F depends strongly only upon a subset a F of all parameters, the remaining ones playing a weaker role, hence, qualitatively things are not different from the "quasi-one-dimensional" case studied earlier.
The model proposed by Sura and Sardeshmukh (SS) [6] has played a main role in our considerations, hence it is interesting to see how it fits into our picture. We refer the reader the rate of relaxation of δT , F towards steady states (In [6] , it is used the parameter φ:
, but two are used by assigning the mean value and the variance. Hence, we remain with two parameters and we expect Eq. (1) to hold and A, B to be function of one further control parameter a 0 . The explicit calculations of SS yield the exact result, confirming our expectations:
Summarizing, we claim that the parabolic relation (1) In summary, therefore, our claim is that the parabolic relation between S and K encountered in the statistical treatment of data from turbulent systems is not likely to provide relevant informations about the underlying physics.
